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1 Reasons for Inter-Cloud
Computing

This catchword article presents the con-
cept of “Inter-Cloud Computing” which
introduces an additional management
layer on top of conventional Cloud Com-
puting Systems. Its goal is to reach
a higher level of sustainability by au-
tonomously shifting resources among the
participating Cloud systems when un-
expected load levels occur or disasters
strike.

Cloud systems are widely seen as a
promising paradigm for an IT infrastruc-
ture that is capable of creating an added
value for business, society, and adminis-
tration. If Cloud systems are to be applied

to critical areas, such as enterprises’ core
businesses, governmental systems, med-
ical applications, and other social infras-
tructure services, it is crucial to guarantee
end-to-end service quality that covers the
involved external networks, and to meet
a set of requirements regarding reliability
(including security), compliance, gover-
nance, and power efficiency.

However, if services are provided by a
single Cloud system – which is the usual
case today – unexpected levels of over-
load traffic from the Internet or natural
disasters may affect the system’s reliable
functioning. The ability of a single Cloud
to request reserved resources is usually
fixed by limited bounds. Therefore, unex-
pected loads and failures can easily over-
burden a single Cloud system and lead
to unreliable and interrupted services. In
order to enable a Cloud system to con-
tinue the delivery of guaranteed service
levels even in such cases, it is indispens-
able to introduce a super-ordinate layer
of Cloud organization which manages
multiple Cloud systems so that they com-
plement each other. Thus single Cloud
systems, which are interconnected via
broadband networks, can mutually re-
quest required resources from their peers,
or provide available capacity to them, re-
spectively. This flavor of Cloud Comput-
ing is called Inter-Cloud Computing.

2 From Systems to Standards
to Applications

The idea of Inter-Cloud Computing first
arose at Cisco Systems which coined
the term “Inter-Cloud” Computing as
a vision on interoperability of different
Cloud platforms without the need of ex-
plicit referencing by the user. On the
4th Int. Conference on Internet and Web
Applications Bernstein et al. (2009) for-
malized the term by proposing a set of
Inter-Cloud protocols. The scenario of
this approach is to connect the resources
provided by the different Cloud service
providers.

The Inter-Cloud Technology Forum
(GICTF) was established in Japan in
July 2009 to study subjects for Inter-
Cloud Computing schemes and to pro-
mote standardization for corresponding

technologies. The following discussion
on objectives and functional require-
ments for Inter-Cloud-Computing solu-
tions reflect current results of the GICTF,
which aim to provide – on a global scale
– higher-reliability and higher-quality
Cloud services in case of service failures
of Cloud systems caused by natural dis-
asters.

In addition, there are a number of
other initiatives which address technical
problems related to Inter-Cloud Com-
puting. One of the most important
projects is RESERVOIR (Resources and
Service Virtualization without Barriers)
which aims to develop system and ser-
vice technologies that will serve as the
infrastructure (as a service IaaS), espe-
cially in utilizing virtualization and grid
technologies across administrative do-
mains (Celesti et al. 2010). The effort
concentrates on tools for deployment,
migration, and management of services
across network, storage, and administra-
tive boundaries. To overcome the prob-
lem of non-standard management in-
terfaces, the RESERVOIR project defines
an abstract layer to support the devel-
opment of a set of high level manage-
ment components. The project tackles
among others the problem of the feder-
ation (sometimes synonymously used for
Inter-Cloud or Cross-Cloud) of so-called
Cloud islands. With horizontal federa-
tion, different providers could exploit
economies of scale, making an efficient
use of their infrastructure and increasing
their capabilities as well as their service
offers. A three-phase Cross-Cloud feder-
ation model was proposed: (1) discovery
of services/Clouds, (2) matching discov-
ered services to necessary requirements
(e.g., SLA, QoS), and (3) authentication,
i.e., establishing a trust context between
selected Clouds.

The second project worth mentioning
is conducted by the DTMF Industry con-
sortium, which includes amongst oth-
ers Cisco, EMC, and Microsoft. The goal
of the consortium is to focus on stan-
dardizing interactions between Cloud en-
vironments to achieve interoperability
and portability between different Cloud
providers and their users (DMTF 2009,
2010). They are the only attempt to at
least address the areas of managing secu-
rity and business continuity risks across
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Fig. 1 Use case of guaranteed availability in the event of a disaster

several Cloud providers (QoS). They
propose a specified SLA (Service Level
Agreement) agreement in a distributed
multi-provider environment. The initia-
tive tackles three scenarios: (1) reduc-
ing cost increasing flexibility (prevent
lock-in) when doing business with a
new provider, (2) providing solutions
for multiple providers to cooperate in
order to meet customers’ requirements,
(3) defining tailored contractual agree-
ments for different users with different
needs. The consortium is still in an early
stage, starting with defining use cases,
service lifecycles, and a reference archi-
tecture. In the next phase interfaces and
protocols will be developed.

This article illustrates the concept of
Inter-Cloud Computing based on a use
case about reaction to disasters as laid
out by the Japanese administration. The
Inter-Cloud Technology Forum (GICTF)
was established in Japan to develop con-
cepts for Inter-Cloud Computing solu-
tions as a means to make administrative
computer systems more robust against
unexpected load levels and disasters, and
thus sustainable. Building on results from
GICTF, the article identifies the most
important requirements that an Inter-
Cloud system has to meet to accom-
plish the expectations the Japanese gov-
ernment has to Inter-Cloud Computing

as a critical infrastructure in case of natu-
ral disasters. The use case is described in
Sect. 3.

3 From Theory to Application:
Natural Disasters – A Use Case
for Inter-Cloud Computing

Figure 1 illustrates a use case which in-
volves four municipalities of which each
has at its disposal a single Cloud sys-
tem. The Cloud system of Municipality
A is damaged due to a natural disas-
ter. It autonomously examines the im-
pact of the disaster and determines that
it is unable to continue to provide ser-
vices and performs a disaster recov-
ery procedure which involves using re-
sources (such as applications, middle-
ware, database servers, etc.) of the re-
mote Municipalities B, C, and D, which
are pre-arranged for such a service recov-
ery scenario. Services that are normally
provided by Municipality A are now tem-
porarily provided by other municipali-
ties, and users can continue to access the
services without interruption. If the re-
sources required for recovery cannot be
provided for all services, those with a
higher priority are preferred. Remaining
services are recovered on a best-effort ba-
sis.

4 Requirements for a Critical
Infrastructure

If a Cloud system experiences an unex-
pected overload or a natural disaster, it
requires spare resources to cope with the
situation. To guarantee the required ser-
vice quality, such as service availability
and performance, a flexible mechanism is
needed to re-assign resources among the
multiple Cloud systems. The primary ob-
jectives for such an Inter-Cloud Comput-
ing system are the following:
• Service Level Guarantees: To ensure a

guaranteed performance level in the
face of an abrupt increase in traffic
reaching an unexpected level, a Cloud
system must autonomously select an
alternative provider offering an equiv-
alent level. It further has to take care
that the execution of differently pri-
oritized tasks is arranged according to
their priorities. Performance guaran-
tees also include security and compli-
ance requirements.

• Availability Guarantees: Guaranteed
availability means that when a Cloud
system is incapable of continuing its
services due to a disaster, it must re-
cover the services by interworking with
Cloud systems located in areas unaf-
fected by the disaster. If it is impossi-
ble to recover services in such a way
that guaranteed quality levels can be
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maintained for all services, they must
be recovered according to priority lev-
els. While guaranteed quality levels for
high priority services must be kept,
it must be attempted to maintain re-
maining services on a best-effort basis.

• Compatibility of Service Cooperation:
In order to ensure the correct func-
tioning of a service which is made up
of several cooperating procedures, de-
pendencies between these procedures
must be maintained when the service
is replaced. Replacement of a service
due to an overload or a natural disaster
must happen transparently to the ser-
vice user.

5 Functional Requirements for
Inter-Cloud Computing

To meet the above-stated objectives, this
section describes the technical require-
ments for Inter-Cloud Computing as
they have been identified by the GICTF,
categorized into ten functions.

5.1 Provider Selection based
on SLA-defined Quality Requirements

This function enables the selection of
Cloud providers and Cloud systems that
meet consumer quality standards stated
in an SLA. The function matches the con-
sumer’s and provider’s SLAs in order to
guarantee quality requirements even in
the events of service performance degra-
dation or the occurrence of a disaster. In
order to compare quality requirements,
the SLA of a Cloud system must be de-
fined and published to other Cloud sys-
tems using standard formats. This makes
it possible to select appropriate providers
for interworking by means of comparing
(exact match or within a tolerable range)
the items of the SLAs. Further, it must be
possible to search for resources – includ-
ing applications and middleware – held
by other Cloud systems and, in turn, it
must be possible for a Cloud system to be
detectable by other Cloud systems.

5.2 Monitoring

The task of this function is to collect and
monitor the usage status and dead/alive
status of each computing or network re-
source of a Cloud system, and to deter-
mine the need for load distribution or
disaster recovery. To this end, it must be
possible to – periodically or on a request
basis – collect resource information (such

as information about the performance
and operation of each server, storage unit
or network) for each service provided by
a Cloud system. It must further be possi-
ble to exchange such resource monitoring
information among other Cloud systems
by means of commonly defined formats.

5.3 Provisioning

The provisioning function determines
the resource requirements (volume, type,
etc.) based on the SLAs and the concrete
resources that are required to replace ser-
vices while maintaining the guaranteed
service level. It must be able to identify
bottlenecks when the traffic loads from
or to the network vary and to dynami-
cally perform corresponding compensa-
tion planning, since the operational char-
acteristics of an application differ from
case to case. It must further be able
to perform a planning differentiated ac-
cording to given priorities.

5.4 Resource Discovery and Protection

This function’s objective is to search and
discover resources that can replace ser-
vices to be protected from service degra-
dation or disaster impacts. Its responsi-
bility is also to request the discovered re-
sources from the Cloud systems that own
them, when necessary.

In detail, it should be possible to search
and discover the available resources in the
group of Cloud systems that have been
selected as candidates for providing re-
placement services. The function should
search resources in the own Cloud sys-
tem first, and extend the search to the
other systems, if necessary. It must be
possible to replace resources based on
the SLAs. For example, if latency is criti-
cal, the function must firstly find replace-
ment servers that are near the user. In
contrast, if bandwidth is critical, it must
find networks with sufficient bandwidth.
Further, there must be mechanisms to al-
low recovery according to a given pri-
ority. Since a large quantity of resources
might have to be recovered in case of a
large-scale disaster, not every service can
potentially be kept up. For example, life-
line services should be recovered with a
higher priority.

5.5 Resource Management

The task of this function is to man-
age configurations of resources that are

needed to protect services from degrada-
tion or disaster. Within this function, it
must be possible to describe supplemen-
tary information in a standardized man-
ner (such as resource type and status), in
order to be able to manage resources over
multiple Cloud systems in an integrated
manner. Here, the management of vari-
ous resource configurations for each ser-
vice, such as servers, storage units, and
networks, should be possible in a unified
manner. Further, there should be options
to update configuration information of
resources over multiple Cloud systems in
synchronization with events (e.g., protec-
tion or release of resources from other
Cloud systems) and to manage difference
information, so that the difference in re-
source configurations can be easily un-
derstood when configurations change.

5.6 Service Setup

This function performs basic routines
prior to service provisioning in order to
connect Cloud systems via networks, re-
motely activate application or middle-
ware, and transfer or copy data to en-
able the use of secured resources in the
own Cloud system or other Cloud sys-
tems. Further, the service setup function
has to ensure that it is possible to access
backup data that might be used in the
event that a Cloud system is damaged as
the result of a disaster.

In detail, the function must include the
possibility to remotely activate resources
(such as virtual machines, applications,
and middleware) that have been reserved
by the function “Resource Discovery and
Protection”. It should be possible to acti-
vate these resources under consideration
of the configuration values with regard
to the environment of the Cloud systems
that provides the secured resources.

5.7 Authentication Federation

Federation of authentication is necessary
to combine consumer identification in-
formation (IDs) so that consumers can
experience a seamless service usage span-
ning multiple Cloud systems. The func-
tion has to support a variety of consumer
information formats used by different ID
management schemes. To this end, func-
tionality must be included to make inter-
operable these ID management systems
(which might use different data mod-
els or schemes). Further requirements for
this function include:
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• An authentication scheme must be
provided that is capable of perform-
ing trust-based inter-authentication
among multiple Cloud systems based
on consumer-provided credentials.

• A system must be installed that
manages trust relationships between
servers in a single Cloud system or
among multiple Cloud systems.

• Search functionality has to enable
look-up of ID information of any ser-
vice consumer in a Cloud system.

• It must be possible to search, discover,
and exchange information generated
for ID federation between federated
Cloud systems. To this end, the gen-
eration and execution of rules regard-
ing the lifecycle management of IDs,
such as creation, updating, and release,
must be enabled. For example, it shall
be possible to simultaneously synchro-
nize, partially synchronize, or release
synchronization on the creation, up-
dating, or release of consumer infor-
mation that is managed across differ-
ent Cloud systems.

• There must be mechanisms to keep
consumers’ Personally Identifiable In-
formation (PII) confidential. To this
end, an access control function must
be established that protects consumer
information against unauthorized ac-
cess.

• A back-up authentication function
must be installed for cases where the
federated authentication service fails
due to a disaster.

• Consistency of authentication infor-
mation must be ensured by means
of synchronization between functions
managing identity information.

5.8 Network Interworking

This function provides central network
management tasks in order to provide
the highest possible network quality for
interworking Cloud systems. It man-
ages networks by monitoring the flow
of each service, and by autonomously
changing service flows based on the load
level of the network. Also, it should
enable energy savings, e.g., through
partial shutdowns of network equip-
ment.

5.9 Alternation and Retrieval of Data

This function is to transfer required data
to the Cloud service which provides a ser-
vice at a given point of time. When a con-
sumer receives services provided by a dif-
ferent Cloud system, the function must

ensure that data are adequately moved to
which services have been delegated in or-
der to cope with a disaster or degrada-
tion in service performance. In turn, it
must retrieve the data when the own sys-
tem recovers and becomes capable again
to provide the services. Here, it shall
be possible that data are autonomously
moved along the network so that the con-
sumer can transparently access the sub-
stitute Cloud system without further ac-
tions.

5.10 Releasing Resources

Finally, this function’s task is to judge
that the recovery of a service is no longer
needed. It makes its decision based on
monitoring results and eventually re-
leases unnecessary resources, after disas-
ter recovery or load distribution has been
adopted. In particular, this means that it
is possible to shut down virtual machines
or applications that were activated when
the secured resources began to be used, to
update resource management informa-
tion, and to completely delete or collect
transferred data. Further, it shall be pos-
sible to release networks after servers and
storage units have been released and to
collect any workload remaining in other
Cloud systems.

6 Reliability and Security Remain
an Open Issue

While in the case of disasters reliabil-
ity and security of Inter-Cloud is based
upon the redundancy of resources, the
unsolved issue in Cloud Computing –
and therefore to an even higher degree
in Inter-Cloud Computing – is the pro-
vision of reliable security and compli-
ance guarantees with regard to business
and consumer data (Mather et al. 2009).
With respect to business the issue is the
guarantee of an isolation property. An
isolation property is fulfilled if there are
no information flows between different
users of the Cloud at the same time.
The term isolation describes the require-
ment that service providers must guaran-
tee that applications and data of differ-
ent parties running on the same service
Cloud are kept isolated from each other.
This requirement cannot be fulfilled with
classical security strategies, since they
can merely regulate access control. Cur-
rently, isolation is achieved solely with

access control mechanisms. This, how-
ever, is not sufficient as it does not pro-
vide “end-to-end” guarantees and ne-
glects, for instance, implicit information
flows (Ristenpart et al. 2009). Techni-
cally, the same problem arises when pro-
tecting customer data against the mis-
use by the Cloud providers. While the
Japanese example shows that there are
applications without such strong secu-
rity requirements, other application do-
mains require much greater security than
we have today. To this end, further ef-
forts must be made to develop reliable
and formally-founded techniques that
can ensure consumers that their data are
stored, used, and processed only in com-
pliance with applicable regulations and
user-defined policies. Solving this issue is
a central prerequisite for unleashing the
positive potential of Cloud Computing
– and therefore Inter-Cloud Computing
– for business, society, and administra-
tion.
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